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IS LAND HELD OUT OF USE ? 
Those who advocate a single tax on land values as a remedy for that 

discontent which is assuming such an alarming aspect, argue that land 
and labor are factors of production, and, that, as much land within the 

margin of cultivation is not in use, and as many persons who are anxious to 

labor are unable to secure employment, this proves that land is held out of 
use. Yet a little reflection will show that this is at the most only presump 
tive evidence of the condition which they allege, and that ic does not pre 
clude the possibility of other factors intervening. In fact, the same argu 

ment could be used with equal force to prove that cabs are held out of use, 
and that many persons suffer and die in consequence. Many sick and 

weakly persons that now die would be restored to health if they were able 

to hire a cab and drive into the country, yet the selfish owners of cabs per 
sist in charging prohibitory rates for their use. 

When thus confronted single taxers retort that the amount of available 

land is limited, while cabs and horses may be multiplied ad libitum, and 

that community of interest causes landlords to extort exorbitant rents to 

corner land. 

It may be remarked that they apparently overlook the fact that in order 

to corner any commodity, a practical monopoly must be secured?there 

must be a concert of action among all holders, competition being fatal. But 

there is not a scintilla more evidence to show that land is cornered than 

there is to show that cabs are cornered. 

Driven from this position they fall back on the claim that the present 

system of taxing improvements is at the root of the matter, and that if the 

tax was placed on the naked land, improvement would be untrammeled. 

But this is simply equivalent to an arraignment of any system of taxation 

of products and may be applied to the license fees for cabs. 

The fact is that the owners of land, while holding it at an exchange 
value based upon a prospective rent, are willing and anxious to rent it at 

what the Ricardian law dictates, and that is what would be aimed at in a 

sensible community in which the single tax was in operation, as that would 

put the land to the best use, and otherwise tenants would obtain an inequi 
table advantage. That, in order to accomplish this, land situated in and 

near growing communities may remain unoccupied for considerable periods 
will appear by the following consideration: Let it be assumed that a dwell 

ing was erected on a lot which then rented at $ 100, and that the rent hav 

ing subsequently increased to $500 the building was destroyed by fire. 

Now a little reflection will show that it might be a foolish venture to rebuild 

the dwelling. 
If, as would probably be the case, there had been an increase in the rent 

owing to the more remunerative use to which adjoining lots are put, the 

question would arise whether it might not become impossible to burthen 

the tenant with the increased rent which might be expected in the near 

future; in other words, whether a dwelling was the best use to which the 

lot could be put, the fact being that a store, hotel or club-house would prob 

ably be the best. This being tne case, the owner might wisely decide to wait 

until such an applicant appeared and then put up an improvement to suit 

him. 
It is difficult to perceive how the appropriation of the rent in taxation 

would alter the conditions, for prospective tenants would apply the same 

reasoning if they were wise and the lot would have to await an occupant as 
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at present. Even if it was offered at a rent of $400, to force it into use, yet 
sensible men would not erect a dwelling with the chance of being dispos 
sessed by an effective bid of over $500 in a few years which would involve 
them in a loss. 

The same reasoning may be applied to unoccupied land generally, and, 
while the judgment of landlords is not infallible, yet, in their competitive 
efforts to obtain the Ricardian rent, they are putting the land to the best 

use. It may be further remarked that when the land is within the margin 
for improvements the ultimate purchaser is an improver, and therefore the 

offer of land for sale is an effective effort to improve, the price being very 

generally enhanced by a prospective increase in rent; but there is no evi 

dence whatever that free competition is less operative in determining the 

exchange value of land than that of shoes or other commodities. 

While it is true that large gains are often realized in the exchange of 

land, it is also true that the other side of the account shows heavy losses, 
but the single taxers close their eyes to these as firmly as those who regard 
the cornering of wheat as a gigantic wrong close them to the sacrifices of 

the manipulators. It should be noted that nothing which has been said 

above denies the iniquity of the private appropriation of the rent. A care 

ful study of the subject by the writer leads him to believe that the measure 

for removing the inequity of our social organization is to be found in quite 
a different direction. 

William B. Cooper. 

SING-PO'S CHART. 

The Mandarin Sing-Po was equally renowned for his learning and be 

loved for his amiability. Besought by a great number of his humble neigh 
bors to reveal to them the wonders of the world beyond the Foo-Noo-Shan, he 

ascended the loftiest peak of that majestic range, and there drew his famous 

Chart of the World. Within the limits of sight his chart was true, barring 
certain unimportant errors in proportion, due to his inability to reduce per 

spective to ground plan. For the rest, he drew from memory and hearsay, 
but chiefly from his prolific imagination. Around the circ!e,of the known 

swept a great ocean, like that which zoned the shield of Achilles. In the 

remotest border of the blue tide were posted at regular intervals, like 

watchmen on Hwangtee's great wall, an array of little islands bearing the 

names England, France, Germany, Russia, America, etc. 

The public exhibition of Sing-Po's chart vastly increased both his fame 

and his popularity, until'at last a series of foreign wars brought with them 

the increased knowledge of the outer world, which has always been war's 

chief recompense far its cruel ravages, from the time of Abraham down to 

Lord Clyde. 
Then turned around the vulgar throng 
To seek for the fool who had told them wrong 
And fearful vengeance upon his head 

They would have wreaked?but he had fled? 

As other sages may some day flee, 
Where'er they he, who think they see 

The whole of heaven, and earth, and man 

In the little span that they can scan 

From a mountain peafc of their Foo-Noo-Shan. 

Did Sing-Po flee to America? Whether he did or not, his counterpart is 
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